October 2,208

SF Police Commission
1245 Third Street (6th Floor)
San Francisco, CA 94158

RE: 1111111.1.1111.11p10 year disturbance that has been overlooked by Commander Ann Mannix,
Chief Bill Scott and Captain Vaswani and Captain Ford and those before them.

At this address our neighborhood is being threatened by a bully nameddlIMIP who is a renter of
11111111111.1111111.. Daily and nightly he is found with cars on blocks up on the sidewalk and double
parked and with cones blocking access to parking. Police just drive by daily. He has been arrested for a
hit and run felony and was out the next day. So neighbors are afraid of him.
I have reported in a face to face meeting with both of the mentioned Captains Vasawni,Ford and
multiple calls to Commander Ann Mannix with no results. I actually saw him belittle Police in front of 710 neighbors and this address reeks daily of drunks and other substances. The sad part is that I have
followed up with The State of California Bureau of Automotive Repairs at their head offices in Ranch
Cordova who did and investigation with undercover watches on this address. They have written to me
that they gave directions of actions to be taken to The District Attorney's Office in San Francisco which
were never taken nor by The San Francisco Police who are to blame also.
11111111111111111apkwho lives 2 door over has actually been subjected to hate crimes aimed at her race and
sex. Go home "HINDU", GET F-CKED BITCH and other acts as hitting on her car with fists. IIIIIIIMWhas
200 pictures and 90 Cad report numbers and been told by of all people The San Francisco Police to move
at 72 years old and to where in this costly community.
has been subjected to car smoke, anti-freeze dumping and oils on her property."
1111111111111111Whots fired multiple times and car parts being left on curbs on a regular basis. Garbage
day cones are placed in the street blocking tax payers from parking anywhere nearal1111111111111*
111111111111.0lives in fear, Captain Ford claims it's a social issue but I say it's breaking the law and subjecting
a senior to a hate crime. I am asking also The ACLU to get involved as Police turn a blind eye to seniors.
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